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Geometric nonlinearity (GN) and initial internal forces (IIFs) are the basic characteristics of cable-stayed bridges, but now there is
no effective method for analyzing the effect of them on bridge-track interaction of continuous welded rail (CWR) on cable-stayed
bridge. A method for reconstructing the displacement-force curve of ballast longitudinal resistance was put forward according to
the deformation of cable-stayed bridges under the completed bridge state. A feasibility study on the method was conducted via two
aspects of the force and deformation of CWR on a 5× 40m single-line simple-supported beam bridge with initial deformation.
With the multi-element modeling method and the updated Lagrangian formulation method, a rail-beam-cable-tower 3D cal-
culation model considering the GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridge was established. Taking a (140 + 462 + 1092 + 462 + 140m)
twin-tower cable-stayed bridge as an example, the impacts of GN and IIFs on bridge-track interaction were comparatively
analyzed. +e results show that the method put forward to reconstruct ballast longitudinal resistance can prevent the impact of
initial deformation of bridge and makes it possible to consider the effect of IIFs of cable-stayed bridge on bridge-track interaction.
+eGN and IIFs play important roles in the calculation of rail longitudinal force due to vertical bending of bridge deck under train
load and the variance of cable force due to negative temperature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail breaking, and the two
factors can reduce rail longitudinal force and variance of cable force by 11.8% and 14.6%, respectively.+e cable-stayed bridge can
be simplified as a continuous beam bridge with different constraints at different locations, when rail longitudinal force due to
positive temperature changes in bridge deck and train braking is calculated.

1. Introduction

+e construction of cable-stayed bridges has been booming
since World War II, due to their reasonable force structure,
ease construction, elegant shape, and strong span capa-
bility. +e main spans of cable-stayed bridges have in-
creased in length from the 182.6m span of the Stromsund
bridge to the 1–104m span of Russky Island—the longest
main span of a cable-stayed bridge in the world. Cable-
stayed bridges with main spans less than 1,400m are of
good economic efficiency and better than suspension
bridges in terms of rigidity and wind resistance [1–3].
Cable-stayed bridges also are also more suitable for

carrying rail traffic because of the high stability. +erefore,
cable-stayed bridges have gained increasing acceptance
from railway bridge engineers [4]. One current example is
the Shanghai-Nantong Yangtze River Bridge designed for
both road and rail traffic. When completed, it will be the
longest cable-stayed bridge for both road and rail traffic in
the world. With the increasing of spans of cable-stayed
bridges, the geometric nonlinearity (GN) effect will be
more obvious. +e GN effect mainly consists of the cable
sag effect from the weight of the stay cables, the large
displacement effect caused by the main beams, and the
beam-column effect caused by the bending-compression of
the main beams and bridge towers [5].
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Around the world, researchers are conducting extensive
researches on the train-bridge-track dynamic interaction to
ensure the safety running of train [6–8] and bridge-track
interaction to design continuous welded rail (CWR) on
bridges [9–11]. However, the application of cable-stayed
bridges in railway field occurred relatively recently, so few
studies on bridge-track interaction of CWR on cable-stayed
bridges have been presented, let alone research findings on
the impact of GN and initial internal forces (IIFs) of cable-
stayed bridges on bridge-track interaction. Petrangeli
established a 2D model for longitudinal bridge-track in-
teraction of CWR on a cable-stayed bridge (span:
104 + 192 + 104m) using the SAP2000 software and studied
the distribution of rail longitudinal force [12]. +e research
group led by Wang et al., by taking a twin-tower two-cable-
plane cable-stayed bridge (span: 36 + 96 + 228 +
96 + 36m) of high-speed railway as an example, also
established a 2D model through simplifying the main beam
into beam elements and created a calculation program with
the finite element software ANSYS [13–15]. +e research
group led by Dai and Yan also studied the bridge-track
interaction of CWR on a cable-stayed bridge (span:
32 + 80 + 112m) and analyzed the impact of factors such as
loading-history, pile-soil effect, and seismic load on bridge-
track interaction according to an integrated calculation
model. +ey also presented the superposition mode of
loads on cable-stayed bridges when checking the stress in
rail as well as the factors to be considered in checking the
rail broken gap [16–18]. Zheng et al. analyzed the impact of
loading-history on bridge-track interaction with a 2D
model of a cable-stayed bridge (span: 80 + 140 + 80m) [19].
Li et al. established a 3D cable-stayed bridge model of the
twin-tower three-cable-plane Anqing Yangtze River Bridge
(span: 101.5 + 188.5 + 580.0 + 217.5 + 159.5 + 116.0m) and
guided the design of CWR on the bridge [20]. Cai et al.
discussed the effectiveness of different measures to relieve
bridge-track interaction with an integrated model of CWR
on a twin-tower eight-span cable-stayed bridge (span:
2× 50 +224 + 672 + 174 + 3 × 50m) [21]. In these studies,
the modulus of elasticity of the stay cables was modified
according to the Ernst equation to consider the cable sag
effect [22]. However, there are still two shortcomings in
these models:

(1) +e stay cable force will continuously increase as the
length of span increases, so it is still difficult to
accurately simulate the cable sag effect even when the
calculations are performed according to themodified
modulus of elasticity.

(2) +e impacts of other nonlinearity factors and IIFs are
not fully considered in these models. +ese short-
comings are obstacles not only in studying the
bridge-track interaction of CWR on cable-stayed
bridges, but also in correctly analyzing the impact of
the bridge-track interaction on cable-stayed bridges.

+erefore, a rail-beam-cable-tower 3D model, with a
new method for reconstructing the ballast longitudinal re-
sistance curve and a suitable calculation method, is

established to study the impacts of GN and IIFs on the
bridge-track interaction of CWR on cable-stayed bridge.

2. Bridge-Track Connection

+e rail of CWR on the cable-stayed bridge is locked after
Phase II dead load (including the weight of rail) is exerted on
the bridge, so Phase II dead load is involved in the analysis of
completed state of the cable-stayed bridge [23, 24], but this
does not affect CWR on the bridge. After locking the rail, the
IIFs caused by the dead load will impact bridge-track in-
teraction by changing the mechanical characteristics of the
bridge under other loads. However, due to the limitations of
the original model and analysis method, it is difficult to avoid
the impact of Phase II dead load on CWR when considering
IIFs. Based on the basic principle of bridge-track interaction,
this paper presents a new method for reconstructing the
ballast longitudinal resistance curve to make it possible.

2.1. New Method for Reconstructing Ballast Longitudinal
Resistance Curve. +e ballast longitudinal resistance in the
above calculation models of CWR on bridges is mainly
simulated with nonlinear springs [10–21]; the displacement-
force (D-F) curves of the ballast longitudinal resistance are
expressed by the solid lines shown in Figure 1. Suppose that
the longitudinal displacement of a bridge node obtained
from the completion calculation of a cable-stayed bridge is a;
in order to prevent the impact of the completion calculation
on bridge-track interaction, the D-F curves of nonlinear
springs connected with the bridge node are expressed by the
dash lines shown in Figure 1; the mathematical model is
expressed by

F �

Fmax, D≥ a + u,

Fmax

u
(D − a), a − u<D< a + u,

−Fmax, D≤ a − u,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where D is bridge-track relative displacement, F is the value
of ballast longitudinal resistance, a represents the longitu-
dinal displacement of the cable-stayed bridge nodes under
completion calculation, and Fmax and u are the maximum
force and yield displacement of ballast longitudinal resis-
tance. For ballast track, the resistance to the longitudinal
displacement of the rail is generally greater than the resis-
tance of sleeper in ballast [25], so the resistance of sleeper in
ballast plays a controlling role in the research of bridge-track
interaction. According to the code of China [26], Fmax and u
are 15.0 kN/(m·rail) and 2.0mm when unloaded and
23.2 kN/(m·rail) and 2.0mm under loaded condition.

2.2. Feasibility Verification. In order to verify the feasibility
and accuracy of the new method for reconstructing ballast
longitudinal resistance curve, the CWR on a 5× 40m single-
line simple-supported beam bridge is taken as an example.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of spans and bearings. In
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order to eliminate the boundary effect, 150m subgrades are
built at the exterior sides of the two abutments. +e lon-
gitudinal stiffness of the abutments and piers is 1500 kN/cm
and 340 kN/cm, respectively. In order to simulate the lon-
gitudinal displacement caused by the completion calculation
of the cable-stayed bridge before locking the rail of CWR, a
longitudinal force of 102 kN (longitudinal displacement of
the bridge: 102 kN/340 kN/cm= 0.3 cm, i.e., 3.0mm) is
exerted on the top of the second pier shown in Figure 2.
When considering the longitudinal displacement of 3.0mm
in calculation, it is called displacement of bridge condition. If
there is no displacement of bridge before locking the rail in
the following calculation, it is called normal condition. +e
reconstructed ballast longitudinal resistance curve is used
under displacement of bridge condition.

As the longitudinal displacement of the third span oc-
curs before locking the rail, this displacement will not affect
the rail longitudinal force according to the principle of
bridge-track interaction. +e rail longitudinal force should
be the same under displacement of bridge condition and
normal condition. However, the bridge-track relative dis-
placement should differ in the third span. +e following
shows the feasibility and accuracy analysis. According to the
different loads, the calculation is divided into four condi-
tions. +e first kind of load is positive temperature changes
in bridge decks. +e second kind of load is vertical bending
of bridge deck under train load. +e third kind of load is the
breaking and acceleration of train. +e last is negative
temperature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail
breaking. Two types of train loads are considered in the
study under bending and braking conditions: ZK live load,
which is representative of mixed passenger and freight traffic
up to 200 km/h, and CR live load, which is representative of
passenger traffic up to 350 km/h. For details, see Figure 3.

(1) Actions due to positive temperature changes in
bridge decks: Figure 4 shows the rail longitudinal
force and bridge-track relative displacement when
the temperature of bridges rises by 15K. Relative
displacement difference is obtained by subtracting
bridge-track relative displacement of normal con-
dition from displacement of bridge condition.
+ere exists no error in the data of 3.0mm of the
third span, so the reconstructed D-F curve of ballast
longitudinal resistance considering the 3.0mm is
also accurate. +e rail longitudinal force under
displacement of bridge condition perfectly matches
that under normal condition as shown in Figure 4.
+e bridge-track relative displacement curves of the
two conditions can also coincide with each other
except the scope of the third span, but the difference
is equal to the initial displacement of 3.0mm which
is set before. +e numerical results agree with the
previous theoretical analysis, so it can be said that the
method for reconstructing ballast longitudinal re-
sistance curve can prevent the effect of initial de-
formation of bridge on bridge-track interaction due
to positive temperature changes in bridge decks.

(2) Actions due to vertical bending of bridge deck under
train load: Considering the full bridge arrangement
of train load, ZK live load is adopted (see
Figure 3(b)). +e rail longitudinal force and bridge-
track relative displacement are shown in Figure 5.
According to the calculation results of Figure 5, the
rail longitudinal force and bridge-track relative
displacement of the third span coincide with those
induced by positive temperature changes in bridge
decks, which also verifies that this new method can

Original

Loaded

Fmax

Fmax

a0

F

D

Unloaded

New

Figure 1: D-F curves of ballast longitudinal resistance.

5 × 40m

F
Abutment AbutmentPier Pier Pier Pier

Fixed bearing
Movable bearing

Figure 2: Arrangement of spans and bearings.
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be used when vertical bending of bridge deck under
train load is considered.

(3) Actions due to breaking and acceleration of train: A
train entering the bridge from the left abutment
covers the five-span simple-supported beam bridges
completely. ZK live load is still adopted, and the
wheel-rail adhesion coefficient is 0.164 [26].

Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, show the rail
longitudinal force and bridge-track relative
displacement.
As shown in Figure 6, the results are the same as
those due to the positive temperature changes in
bridge deck and vertical bending of bridge decks
under train load, verifying that the method can be
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Figure 4: Verification results due to positive temperature changes in bridge decks. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Displacement.
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Figure 5: Verification results due to vertical bending of bridge deck under train load. (a) Rail longitudinal force; (b) displacement.
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Figure 3: Live load. (a) ZK live load. (b) CR live load.
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used for calculation when breaking and acceleration
of train are considered.

(4) Actions due to negative temperature changes in
bridge decks and rails with rail breaking: +e rail
breaking is preset at the position with the maximum
rail longitudinal force induced by the positive
temperature changes in bridge decks, i.e., it shows
the location of rail breaking. According to the code
[26], either of two rails on the bridge is considered
broken. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the rail longi-
tudinal force and bridge-track relative displacement
when the temperatures of the bridge and rail are
decreased by 15 K and 40 K, respectively. In Fig-
ure 7, N, D, and RDD stand for normal condition,
displacement of bridge condition, and relative
displacement difference.

As shown in Figure 7, the method can be used to prevent
the initial displacement of the bridge from affecting bridge-
track interaction for both the broken and unbroken rails,
verifying the feasibility of the method when negative tem-
perature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail breaking
is considered.

According to the results of the calculations, the method
for reconstructing ballast longitudinal resistance curve
presented in this paper can be used to prevent the initial
displacement of the bridge from affecting the bridge-track
interaction under the four calculation conditions; there-
fore, it is suitable for completion calculations of cable-
stayed bridges. +e same longitudinal displacement of the
entire bridge is considered in the verification model, so
when it is used to analyze the bridge-track interaction of
CWR on a cable-stayed bridge, the actual longitudinal
displacement of bridge nodes should be considered. Dif-
ferentD-F curves can be established by changing parameter
a of (1).

3. Model of CWR on a Cable-Stayed Bridge and
Calculation Parameters

3.1. Model of CWR on a Cable-Stayed Bridge. +e existing
models for analyzing the bridge-track interaction of CWR
on cable-stayed bridges are always 2D models, which greatly
simplify the complicated space structure of cable-stayed
bridges. +erefore, on the one hand, it is difficult for them to
correctly reflect the actual mechanical behavior of cable-
stayed bridges, especially when GN is considered. On the
other hand, it is also difficult to analyze the impact of IIFs of
cable-stayed bridges on bridge-track interaction with a
simplified model.+us, a rail-beam-cable-tower 3Dmodel is
established to analyze bridge-track interaction of CWR on a
cable-stayed bridge. For details, see Figure 8.

Different structures in the model are simulated with
different types of elements according to their mechanical
characteristics. +e upper/lower chord members, web
members, longitudinal beams, transverse beams, sway
bracings, U-ribs, and rails are simulated with beam elements.
+e deck slabs are simulated with shell elements. In order to
analyze the cable sag effect, a single stay cable is simulated
with several bar elements connected end-to-end. For a cable-
stayed bridge, the cable force of some stay cables might
decrease under load; however, it will not decrease to zero, so
it is not necessary to consider the nonlinear characteristics.
+e bridge tower is discretized and simulated with short
equal-section beam elements via simplification. In order to
simulate the connection between stay cables and towers, the
sections of the bridge tower connected to the stay cables are
simulated with rigid beam elements. +e damping devices
and ballast longitudinal resistance are simulated with special
nonlinear springs. +e damping devices are only used when
breaking and acceleration of train are considered, so theirD-
F curve should be updated according to (1).
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Figure 6: Verification results due to the breaking and acceleration of train. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Displacement.
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Each calculation of the geometric positions of different
nodes of the model is updated according to the Updated
Lagrangian formulation (UL) method [27], based on which
new stiffness matrices are formed to consider the beam-
column effect and the large deformation effect within the
model. In addition, according to the impact of the initial
internal force on the stiffness matrices, the model can be

used to study the impact of GN and IIFs on bridge-track
interaction of CWR on cable-stayed bridges.

3.2. Calculation Parameters

3.2.1. Engineering Profile. A twin-tower three-cable-plane
cable-stayed bridge in China is taken as an example to

Stay cable
Bridge tower

Rail

Main beamDamping device
Longitudinal resistance spring of ballastLongitudinal moveable bearing

(a)

Stay cable
Bridge tower

Main beam

Rail

Vertical resistance spring of ballast
Damping device Movable bearing

Rigid arm

(b)

Figure 8: A rail-beam-cable-tower 3D model. (a) Front view. (b) Cross section at the location of bridge tower.
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Figure 7: Verification results due to negative temperature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail breaking. (a) Rail longitudinal force.
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explain the impact of GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridges on
bridge-track interaction of CWR. +e span arrangement is
140 + 462 + 1,092 + 462 + 140m. +e main beam is an N-
shaped truss with a height and width of 16m and 35m,
respectively. +e deck supports four-track railway. Two lines
aremixed passenger and freight railways, while the other two
are passenger dedicated lines. +e towers are reinforced
concrete structures, the part of which on the deck is inverse
Y-shape, while the towers column beneath the deck is di-
amond-shaped.+e height of towers on the bearing platform
is 325m. +e stay cables are comprised of parallel 7mm-
diameter wire ropes. +e whole bridge has 432 stay cables
(one cable plane: 4× 36 = 144 cables). +e maximum length
of a single cable is over 500m.+e bridge is a separate tower-
beam and consolidated tower-pier form. Bearings and
damping devices are set between the towers and beam. See
Figure 9 for the general layout of the bridge and a cross
section of the main beam.

3.2.2. Parameters. +e paper mainly focuses on the influ-
ence of GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge on bridge-
track interaction of CWR. In order to facilitate the com-
parison of different analytical states, rail expansion joints are
temporarily ignored.+e approach spans at both sides of the
cable-stayed bridge are simplified as 10× 32m simple-
supported concrete beam bridges. +e height, vertical mo-
ment of inertia, and transverse moment of inertia of the
bridge profile are 2.6m, 10.236m4, and 88.522m4, respec-
tively. +e longitudinal stiffness of the piers of the bridges
is 360 kN/cm, and the stiffness of the abutments is
3000 kN/cm. +e fixed bearings for the simple-supported
beams at each side are set apart from the cable-stayed
bridge. And 150m subgrades are built at the exterior sides.
+e longitudinal stiffness of the damping devices is sim-
plified to 200 kN/mm.

+e cable-stayed bridge and its approach spans are laid
with ballast track using CHN60 rail. +e area, vertical
moment of inertia, and transverse moment of inertia of the
rail profile are 77.45 cm2, 3,217 cm4, and 524 cm4, respec-
tively. Type-III sleeper is selected, and sleeper spacing is
60 cm. +e length of sleepers is 260 cm. +e height and top
and bottom width of middle section of sleeper are 18.5 cm,
22.0 cm, and 28.0 cm, respectively. +e elastic Type-II fas-
tener which matches the sleeper is used, and the longitudinal
resistance of the fastener is demanded to exceed 16.0 kN.+e
ballast bed thickness is up to 35 cm. +e temperature var-
iation amplitudes of the steel beams, concrete approach
spans, and rail mainly considered are 25K, 15K, and 30K,
respectively. +e impact of temperature changes of stay
cables and bridge towers on bridge-track interaction is ig-
nored for the purpose of this study.+e lower deck has four-
track railway, in which the train load is subject to CR live
load on two lines and ZK live loading on the other two.

4. Calculation Conditions

A completion calculation of the cable-stayed bridge is
needed to determine the IIFs and the longitudinal

displacement of bridge nodes. +e displacement can be used
to update the new ballast longitudinal resistance curves for
evaluating the impact of IIFs of the bridge on CWR under
different calculation conditions. +e results of the new and
original ballast longitudinal resistance curves are shown in
Figure 10. +e variation of cable force is the force corre-
sponding to the dead load only.

As shown in Figure 10(a), the rail longitudinal force
corresponding to the new curve fluctuates near zero. +e
maximum value is 8.1 kN, because there exist data trunca-
tion errors in the longitudinal displacement a of bridge
nodes for reconstructing the new ballast longitudinal re-
sistance curves.+e original curve can lead to extremely high
rail longitudinal force, the amplitude of which can reach up
to 2,057.7 kN. +erefore, if the original curve is used for the
completion calculation of the cable-stayed bridge, the
bridge-track interaction will be different from the actual,
which will also have an impact on the initial state of the
cable-stayed bridge itself; see Figure 10(b). According to
Figure 10(b), the result of the new curve coincides with zero,
while the result of the original curve differs from zero to a
certain extent.

In summary, the reconstructed ballast longitudinal re-
sistance curves can be used not only to prevent the com-
pletion calculation of the cable-stayed bridge from bridge-
track interaction, but also to ensure the correctness of the
completion calculation.

In order to compare the impact of GN and IIFs of the
cable-stayed bridge on bridge-track interaction, two ana-
lytical states shown in Table 1 are adopted.

4.1. Actions due to Positive Temperature Changes in Bridge
Decks. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the rail longitudinal
force and bridge longitudinal displacement when the tem-
peratures of the cable-stayed bridge and approach spans rise
by 25K and 15K, respectively.

As shown in Figure 11(a), the distributions of rail
longitudinal force obtained under the two analysis states are
the same, and the rail longitudinal forces at different po-
sitions are almost the same. +erefore, GN and IIFs of the
cable-stayed bridge have little impact on bridge-track in-
teraction induced by positive temperature changes in bridge
decks.

According to bridge longitudinal displacement shown in
Figure 11(b), the cable-stayed bridge expands towards both
sides, taking the position near the midspan as the fixed point
in both analysis states. +is indicates that the IIFs of stay
cables and steel trusses have little impact on the bridge
expansion. +e expansion of 317.2mm at the beam end due
to the constraint of stay cables is less than 338.1mm
(2,296m/2×1.18×10−5/K× 25K= 0.3381m) due to condi-
tion of freedom. +erefore, if the distribution of rail lon-
gitudinal force is to be analyzed, the cable-stayed bridge can
be simplified as a two-span continuous beam bridge with a
longitudinal constrain at the midspan and expandable beam
ends at both sides. +e rail longitudinal force of the sim-
plified model is shown in Figure 11(a), and the maximum
force is 2,557.1 kN, increasing by 73.1 kN and 81.3 kN,
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Figure 10: Results of completion calculation. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Variation of cable force.

Table 1: Analysis state.

No. Abbr. Analysis state
1 SGN Carefully considering GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge
2 L Ignoring GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge except the nonlinearity of the ballast longitudinal resistance
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Figure 9: Profile of cable-stayed bridge. (a) General layout. (b) Cross section.
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respectively, compared to those corresponding to SNG and L
analysis states. It will be safer to adopt the maximum force of
the simplified model when designing CWR on the cable-
stayed bridge.

+e GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge considered in
bridge-track interaction analysis have a great deal of impact on
the bridge itself, as shown in Figure 11(c). In the SNG analytical
state, the axial forces of all elements forming a stay cable are
different due to cable sag effect. +erefore, the mean value is
adopted as the force of a single stay cable for the SNG analysis.
Figure 11(c) shows that the variations of cable force under the
two analysis states are quite different due to effect of GN and
IIFs, and the maximum difference is 52.0 kN, which is 12.9% of
the corresponding SNG analytical state value.

In summary, in order to simplify the analysis of bridge-
track interaction of CWR on a cable-stayed bridge due to
positive temperature changes in bridge decks, the impacts of
GN and IIFs can be ignored, and the bridge can even be
simplified as a two-span continuous beam bridge with a

longitudinal constrain at the midspan and expandable beam
ends at both sides. However, when the impact of bridge-
track interaction on the cable-stayed bridge needs to be
analyzed, it is suggested that GN and IIFs of the bridge
should be considered to ensure the accuracy of the calculated
results.

4.2.Actions due toVerticalBendingofBridgeDeckunderTrain
Load. +e train load is applied on two of the four tracks of
the railway. One railway should be used for CR live load, and
the other for ZK live load. +e two-line live loads are dis-
tributed within the main span of the bridge. If a train enters
the bridge from the left side, the front of the train will be
stopped at the right bridge tower and the back of the train
will be stopped at the left bridge tower. +e load length will
be 1,092m. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the rail longitu-
dinal force and the variation of cable force obtained under
SGN and L analysis states.
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Figure 11: Results due to positive temperature changes in bridge decks. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Bridge longitudinal displacement.
(c) Variation of cable force.
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As shown in Figure 12(a), the distributions of rail
longitudinal force corresponding to SGN and L analysis
states are consistent. However, the difference in amplitudes
is obvious. +e maximum values of rail longitudinal tension
force are 494.2 kN and 552.6 kN, respectively, decreasing by
11.8% and exceeding the tolerated range of 5%–10% which is
considered a permissible margin for civil engineering pur-
poses. It can be seen that the bridge-track interaction can be
relieved by the GN and IIFs of the bridge. From the design of
CWR on the bridge, the rail longitudinal force obtained
under L analytical state is higher, so it will also be safe to
design CWR with it.

As shown in Figure 12(b), the variations of cable force
obtained under SGN and L analysis states coincide with each
other. +e maximum amplitude difference is 78.1 kN, which
is 5.5% of the value corresponding to the SNG analysis state.
+us, when the vertical bending of bridge deck under train
load is considered, the GN and IIFs of the bridge have a little
effect on the bridge itself.

In summary, when the vertical bending of bridge deck
under train load is considered, the GN and IIFs of cable-
stayed bridge have significant effect on both bridge-track
interaction and bridge structure. However, it will be safer to
design CWR with the rail longitudinal force obtained under
L analysis state.

4.3. Actions due to Breaking and Acceleration of Train.
Two-line braking and two-line acceleration of train are
adopted for CWR on the bridge.+e positions of the braking
and acceleration of train are also consistent. For a sample
calculation, two railways are subject to CR live load. For the
other two, ZK live load is adopted. +e load length is 400m
and the wheel-rail adhesion coefficient is 0.164 [26]. When a
train is braking, the front of train should be at the left end of
the bridge. Otherwise, the back of the train should be at the
left end of the bridge. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the rail
longitudinal force and the variation of cable force when the

damping devices between the beam and towers are still
negligible.

As shown in Figure 13(a), the maximum rail longitudinal
forces of SGN and L analysis states are 1,055.6 kN and
1,033.5 kN, respectively. +e difference between the two is
only 22.1 kN, less than 2.1% of the maximum rail longitu-
dinal force corresponding to the SNG analysis state. Ac-
cordingly, GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge have little
impact on the bridge-track interaction duo to breaking and
acceleration of train. As shown in Figure 13(b), GN and IIFs
also have little impact on the cable-stayed bridge.

When the effect of the damping devices between the steel
truss and bridge towers is considered, the completion cal-
culation of the cable-stayed bridge will also show no impact
on the stress state of the damping devices.+erefore, it is also
necessary to reconstruct new D-F curves for the damping
devices according to Section 1, as seen in

Fz � kz Dr − b( , (2)

where Fz is the longitudinal force corresponding to the
damping device, kz is the stiffness of the damping device, Dr
is the relative displacement between a steel truss node and a
bridge tower node that are connected with both ends of the
damping device, and b represents the relative displacement
between both ends of the damping device caused by the
completion calculation of the cable-stayed bridge.

Figure 14(a) shows the amplitude of rail longitudinal
force due to breaking and acceleration of train when dif-
ferent stiffness values of damping devices are used.

As shown in Figure 14(a), as the stiffness of damping
device increases, the amplitude of rail longitudinal force will
decrease under SNG and L analysis states. However, the rate
of change will gradually decrease. +e amplitude difference
of rail longitudinal force also decreases along with the in-
creasing of stiffness; i.e., with the increase of the stiffness of
the damping devices, the impact of GN and IIFs of cable-
stayed bridge on the bridge-track interaction will gradually
decrease. According to the variation of cable force shown in
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Figure 12: Results due to vertical bending of bridge deck under train load. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Variation of cable force.
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Figure 13: Results due to the breaking and acceleration of train. (a) Rail longitudinal force. (b) Variation of cable force.
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Figure 14(b), with the increase of the stiffness of the damping
device, the variation of cable force will decrease gradually.

Based on the above analysis, the bridge can be simplified
as a continuous beam bridge, and its towers and damping
devices can be simplified as linear springs connected in
series. As the stiffness of the towers is higher than that of the
damping devices, the simplified stiffness can be approxi-
mated to the stiffness of the damping devices according to
(3). If the towers are of low stiffness, the simplified stiffness
can be also calculated according to (3). +e simplified
continuous beam bridge will be freely and longitudinally
expandable after the simplification has been completed.

kj �
kz × kt

kz + kt

�
kz

kz/kt + 1
≈ kz kt≫ kz( , (3)

where kj is the simplified stiffness of springs and kt is the
longitudinal stiffness of bridge towers connected to the
damping devices.

Figure 14(c) shows the rail longitudinal force obtained
from the simplified model. +e distribution of rail

longitudinal force coincides with that of the SNG analysis
state. +e difference in amplitude of rail longitudinal force is
only 3.0 kN, verifying the simplified model as reasonable.
+e blue line in Figure 14(a) shows the amplitude of rail
longitudinal force, when the stiffness of the damping devices
changes within the simplified model. When the stiffness of
the damping devices is low, the difference between the
simplified model and the other two analysis states will be
obvious because of the constraint of the stay cables.

In summary, the GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridges
have little impact on bridge-track interaction of CWR on
cable-stayed bridges when breaking and acceleration of train
are considered. A cable-stayed bridge can be simplified as a
continuous beam bridge with expandable beam ends at both
sides and longitudinal elastic constraint at bridge towers.
+e stiffness of longitudinal elastic constraint also can be
simplified as the stiffness of damping devices.

4.4. Actions due to Negative Temperature Changes in Bridge
Decks and Rails with Rail Breaking. +e rail breaking
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Figure 15: Results due to negative temperature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail breaking. (a) Rail longitudinal displacement.
(b) Rail longitudinal force. (c) Variation of cable force.
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position of CWR on a bridge is generally at the point with
the maximum rail longitudinal force induced by the positive
temperature changes in bridge decks. For the cable-stayed
bridge, the rail breaking position is set at the left beam end of
the bridge. +e temperature of the main beam is decreased
by 25K, the temperature of the concrete simple-supported
beam bridge is decreased by 15K, and the temperature of the
rail is decreased by 30K. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the
rail longitudinal displacement and rail longitudinal force of
the SNG and L analysis states.

As shown in Figure 15(a), the difference between the rail
longitudinal displacement of the SNG and L analysis states is
low. +e rail broken gaps are 327.1mm and 325.4mm,
respectively, and the difference between the two rail broken
gaps is only 1.7mm. According to Figure 15(b), the dif-
ference in rail longitudinal force of broken rail or unbroken
rail remains low under the two analysis states. +erefore, the
GN and IIFs of the cable-stayed bridge have little impact on
the bridge-track interaction of CWR.

As shown in Figure 15(c), the distributions of variation
of cable force under SNG and L analysis states are still
consistent with one another; however, the amplitudes are
different. +e maximum difference can reach up to 58.8 kN,
equivalent to 14.6% of the variation of cable force corre-
sponding to the SNG analysis state.+erefore, when negative
temperature changes in bridge decks and rails with rail
breaking are considered, both GN and IIFs have a significant
impact on the cable-stayed bridge.

In summary, the GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridges
have little impact on bridge-track interaction of CWR on
cable-stayed bridges due to negative temperature changes in
bridge decks and rails with rail breaking, but they have a
significant impact on cable-stayed bridge itself.

5. Conclusions

A rail-beam-cable-tower 3D model is established with a new
method for reconstructing the displacement-force curve of
ballast longitudinal resistance. By taking a Chinese long-
span cable-stayed bridge with length of main span exceeding
1,000m as an example, a contrast analysis is carried out to
study the impact of GN and IIFs on bridge-track interaction.
+e following can be concluded:

(1) It is proved that the method for reconstructing
ballast longitudinal resistance makes it possible to
consider the effect of IIFs of long-span cable-stayed
bridge on bridge-track interaction by the numeric
simulations.

(2) +e GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridge can relieve
bridge-track interaction due to positive temperature
changes in bridge decks and vertical bending of
bridge deck under train load, but they aggravate the
interaction due to breaking and acceleration of train
and negative temperature changes in bridge decks
and rails with rail breaking. +e two factors have
little influence on the rail longitudinal force induced
by positive temperature changes in bridge decks and
breaking and acceleration of train, and rail breaking

gap, but they reduce the amplitudes of rail longi-
tudinal force induced by vertical bending of bridge
deck under train load by 11.8%.

(3) +e bridge-track interaction of CWR on cable-stayed
bridge can change cable force, especially due to
positive temperature changes in bridge decks and
negative temperature changes in bridge decks and
rails with rail breaking. +e GN and IIFs of cable-
stayed bridge also have effect on cable force. In
particular, when breaking and acceleration of train
are considered, the two factors can reduce the var-
iance of cable force by 14.6%.

(4) +e GN and IIFs of cable-stayed bridge can be
neglected, and the cable-stayed bridge can even be
simplified as a continuous beam bridge with ex-
pandable beam ends at both sides, when the rail
longitudinal force due to positive temperature
changes in bridge decks or breaking and acceleration
of train is calculated. If rail longitudinal force due to
positive temperature changes in bridge decks is
calculated, the midspan of continuous beam bridge
must be fixed. While rail longitudinal force due to
breaking and acceleration of train is calculated, the
longitudinal stiffness of tower and damping devices
should be considered.
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